In this paper, we will study the relation between complex character and the condition order spectrum ( ) in real and complex ordered Banach algebra .We prove many properties on it , s .
Introduction and Preliminaries .
The study of spectrum has been started and developed turn of the century in[G. Frobenius,1908] Sukumar 2007] introduce the concept of condition spectrum in real and complex Banach algebra. In this chapter we introduce four sections Section one, focuses upon the introduction and Preliminaries of the paper Section two, concentrates on a new concept of a spectrum of elements in real and complex unital order Banach algebra is the condition order spectrum and condition order radius. We will prove some properties different from the properties to the usual spectrum which is a subset of condition order spectrum. Section three, involves the properties of condition order spectrum and the concept of the condition of Quisinilpotent. This section will prove some of the properties to shows the relation between Quisinilpotent and Radical. Section four, shown the relation between character and condition order spectrum. Also, we will introduce the concept of pseudo spectrum in a condition different from condition spectrum in [4] . 
Theorem 1.7(Gelfand-Mazur)[5]: Let is
Banach algebra which is every non-zero element is invertible, and then there is a unique isomorphism from into . 
Definition 2.3:
Let be and , the order spectrum radius of which denoted by ( ) is defined by :
Proof:-Since is inverse -closed so
Definition2.5 (Spectrum Order Banach algebra) :
Let be with identity and , the spectrum which denoted by ( ) is define by
The complexification of a real order Banach algebra denoted by such that ,
With these operations become complex order Banach algebra ,if has identity , then ( ) becomes the identity of .
And the complexification to is .  If is an invertible algebra cone .
 for all and * + Definition 2.7: Let , define 
In complexification, 
then ( )( ) 
If │ ║ ║, then ( ) is invertible by proposition(2.2.22) and ║((
) ) ║ ║ ║ Then ║( ) ║║(( ) ) ║ so ║ ║ ║ ║ and ║ ║ ║ ║ ( ║ ║ ║ ║ ║ ║ ║ ║ ║ ║+ ║ ║ ( )║ ║ ( ) │ ║. □ In [2],( ) = (( ) ) (( ) ) ( ) ( ) ) so ( ) ( ) )
